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Reynolds, Chairman: 

SUMMARY OF DECISION 

The Commission reverses the decision of the Gage County Board of 
Equalization which denied Taxpayer's protest, and equalizes Taxpayer's property with 
un~ervalued property within the county. 
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NATURE OF THE CASE 

Ronald L. Price ("Taxpayer") owns certain agricultural real property located in 
Gage County, Nebraska. Taxpayer filed a protest with the Gage County Board of 
Equalization ("County") alleging that County failed to address under-assessed 
properties within the county, and requested his property be equalized with that 
property with the lowest assessment-sales ratio. County denied the protest, from 
which decision Taxpayer appeals. 

DUTIES OF THE PARTIES 

A taxpayer who is dissatisfied vv-ith the county assessor's determination of 
assessed value of real property must file a ·written protest with County. Neb. Rev. 
Stat. §77-1502 (Reissue 1996). 

A county board of equalization must, between June 1 and July 25 of each year, 
fairly and impartially equalize the values of all items of real property in the county 
"except agricultural and honiculturalland ... " so that all real propeny is assessed 
unifom1ly and proponionately. Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1504 (Reissue 1996). The 
county board of equalization is also required to "add to the assessment rolls any 
taxable property not included therein, assessing the same in the name of the owners 
thereof." Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1507 (Reissue 1996). 

EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMISSION 

Taxpayer alleged in his protest that "the board of equalization failed to take 
action to correct and adjust under-assessed properties that were brought to their (sic) 
attention. In view of the non-uniform and disproportionalities (sic) that exist, it is 
requested that this propeny be assessed at an equal ratio to the lowest ratio that was 
made known to the board and they (sic) did not correct." Taxpayer did not allege in 
his protest that his property was under assessed. The only issue presented was a 
request for equalization. Specifically, Taxpayer alleged that since there was property 
located within the county which was assessed at 39.4o/o of value, and that therefore 
the value of his land (but not his improvements) should be reduced from an assessed 
value of $81,290 to an assessed value of $34,603. (Exhibit 1, p. 1.) 

Taxpayer based this request on the fact that there were sales of both 
agricultural land and residential property throughout the county for substantially less 
than the assessed value. Taxpayer contended that this demonstrated that there was 
undervalued property within the county. Specific references to sales and assessment 
information of both types of property were included in the information provided by 
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Taxpayer to County. The source of this information was the Gage County Assessor's 
Office. Taxpayer specifically alkged that he personally notified County of the 
undervalued property on June 19, 1996, June 24, 1996, and July 15, 1996. (Exhibit 
1, p. 2.) The record also establishes that the information was presented to the referee 
who heard Taxpayer's protest (Exhibit 6, p. 5.) on or about July 9, 1996. County 
admitted that Taxpayer had provided the information to County. County further 
admitted that it did not act on the information, and that it did not investigate the 
properties during calendar year 1996, or correct the assessments. 

County adduced evidence that the Gage County Assessor, who was relatively 
new to the position, had identified and added to the tax rolls some $4,000,000 wonh 
of property that had been omitted or undervalued. County also adduced evidence 
that a county-vvide reappraisal had been undertaken, and that the county had 
provided substantial funding for the county assessor's office. This funding was being 
used to upgrade the physical capabilities of the office, as well as the reappraisal. The 
County Assessor testified that the undervalued or omitted property identified by 
Taxpayer would be accounted for during the reappraisal. Therefore, the property 
would be added to the tax rolls in calendar year 1997. 

The specific instances of undervalued property adduced by Taxpayer are 
problematic. First, the median level of value for agricultural property within the 
county was 7 4.00, and median level of value for residential property was 92.00 for 
tax year 1996. (Statistics reported by Nebraska Department of Revenue pursuant to 
section 77-1327(6), Reissue 1996.) 

However, the agricultural profile for the county demonstrates that the level of 
value for agricultural property varied depending on the date of sale of the property, 
the land use, and the number of acres sold. (Gage County Final Agricultural Profile.) 
For example, the median assessment-sales ratio for .agricultural land sold between 
January 1, 1993, and March 31, 1993, was 83.07%. The median assessment-sales 
ratio for agricultural land sold between April 1, 1995 and June 30, 1995, was 
69.48%. Clearly, the market for agricultural property within Gage County was 
increasing. The median assessment-sales ratio for grassland was 70.21 o/o, while the 
assessment-sales ratio for dry land was 75.73%. Finally, the median assessment-sales 
ratio for sales of land where 160 to 629.99 acres were -involved was 81.42%, while the 
median assessment-sales ratio for sales of 80 to 159.99 acres was 73.28%, and the 
median assessment-sales ratio for sales of 40 to 79.99 acres was 69.42%. 

These statistics are informative. The assessment-sales ratio compares the 
assessed value of property to the sales price of property. The State Board of 
Equalization and Assessment determined that the appropriate assessment-sales ratio 
range for agricultural real property for tax year 1996 was 7 4% to 80%. The State 
Board however, only examined the overall level of value. The Gage County 
Agricultural Profile demonstrates that the overall level of value may mask substantial 
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variations in assessments within the classification of agricultural real property. This 
is in keeping with the fact that by definition the median value of an array of sales
assessment ratios is the middle value, where one-half of the number of assessment
sales ratios in this case were above 7 4, and one-half were below. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

From the pleadings and the evidence the Commission finds and determines as 
follows: 

I. Ta.-xpayer mvns certain agricultural real property located in Gage County, 
Nebraska. 

II. Taxpayer provided County with information regarding undervalued property 
\Vithin the County. 

III. County failed to act on the information. 

IV. Taxpayer thereafter timely filed a protest challenging the proposed valuation of 
his agricultural land, and requested that his property be equalized with the 
property with the lowest assessment-sales ratio. 

V. County denied the protest. 

VI. County's action was unreasonable and arbitrary. 

VII. Using the sales prices for the agricultural land in Area 4 (Taxpayer's market 
area), and using only those sales for which assessment ratios were reponed 
(from information provided by the County Assessor's Office as shown in 
Exhibit l, page 9), and calculating the assessment-sales ratios for those sales, 
the lowest assessment-sales ratio for property in the same class as Taxpayer's 
was 44.98%. (See Appendix "A" to this decision). 



JURISDICTION 

The Tax Equalization and Revi~w Commission has jurisdiction of this case 
pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1233.04(6) (1995 Supp.). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 
ANALYSIS 

I. 
The "Unreasonable or Arbitrary" 

Standard in the Courts 
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Neb. Rev. Stat. §77 -1511 (Reissue 1996) states "The commission shall affirm 
the action taken by the board unless evidence is adduced establishing that the action 
of the board was unreasonable or arbitrary or unless evidence is adduced establishing 
that the property of the appellant is assessed too low." 

The Nebraska Supreme Court, in determining its role within the assessment 
process, held "In reviewing the actions of tribunals created by law for ascertaining the 
valuation and equalization of property for taxation purposes, courts will not usurp 
the functions of such tribunals. It is only where such assessed valuations are not in 
accordance with law, or it is made to appear that they were made arbitrarily or 
capriciously, that courts will interfere." Hastings Bldg. Co. V. Board of Equalization of 
Adams County, 190 Neb. 63, 72, 206 N.W.2d 338, 344 (1973), citing Newman v. 
County of Dawson, 167 Neb. 666, 94 N.W.2d. 47, (1959). This position was in 
keeping vvith an earlier case where the Court held: 

"The court is not a board of review to correct errors. It is solely where 
there is evidence a systematic purpose on the part of a taxing board to 
cast a disproportionate share of the public burden on one taxpayer, or 
classes of taxpayers that the court will intervene." LeDioyt v. Keith 
County, 161 Neb. 623, 74 N.W.2d 455,462 (1956). 

The Court then enunciated the standard which the courts in this state would 
apply when taxpayers challenge the assessed valuations of real property. 

"In an appeal to the county board of equalization or to the district 
court, and from the district court to this court, the burden of persuasion 
imposed on the complaining taxpayer is not met by showing a mere 
difference of opinion unless it is established by clear and convincing 



evidence that the valuation placed upon his property when compared. to 
valuations placed on other similar property is grossly excessive and is 
the result of a systematic exercise of intentional vvill or failure of plain 
duty, and not mere errors of judgment." Hastings Bldg. Co. V Board of 
Equalization of Adams County, 190 Neb. 63, 72, 206 N.W.2d 338, 344 
(1973), citing Lexington Bldg. Co. V. Board of Equalization, 186 Neb. 821, 
187 N.W.2d 94 (1971). 
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The effect of this holding is to interpret, and therefore to define, "unreasonable 
·or arbitrary" as "grossly excessive and the result of an illegal act." Under such 
circumstances, the history of such an interpretation requires examination. The 
holding in Hastings Bldg. Co. cited Newman, supra, which in tum cited LeDioyt v. 
County of Keith, 161 Neb. 615, 74 N.W.2d 455 (1956). The LeDioyt case also dealt 
with a challenge to the assessed valuation of real property. In that case, the Court 
held "In Daniels v. Board of Review, 243 Iowa 405, 52 N.W.2d 1, 9 it is said: 

'A final word should be said as to the taxpayers' burden in these cases. 
On the claim of assessment in excess of actual valuation something more 
than a difference of opinion must be shown. Justice Bliss in the recent 
case of Clark v. Lucas County Board of Review, had this to say of the 
taxpayer's burden on appeal from an assessment: 

"The burden on the complaining taxpayer is not met 
merely by shmving a difference of opinion between his 
witnesses and the assessor, unless it is manifest that the 
assessment is grossly excessive and is a result of the 
exercise of the will and not of the judgment." [citations 
omitted.] 

Although not reported, Justice Bliss held "Even though the complaining taxpayer be 
relieved from the burden of overcoming the presumption that the assessors valuation 
is correct, he nevertheless has t}:le statutory burden of proof establishing his 
contention that the valuation is excessive, inadequate, or inequitable." Clark v. 
Lucas County Board of Review, 242 Iowa 80, 96,44 N.W.2d 748, 757 (1950), citing· 
Sec 441.13, Code 1950, I.C.A .. The Iowa Court then went on to interpret the 
statutory burden as requiring the taxpayer to produce evidence that the valuation was 
"grossly excessive" and the result of what would amount in Nebraska to an illegal act. 
This conclusion formed the basis of the Nebraska Supreme Court holding. 



II. 
The "Unreasonable or Arbitrary" Standard 

before the Commission 

The Tax Equalization and Review Commission is not a court. The 
Commission was created pursuant to state law to provide for an accessible and 
affordable system of review of valuation decisions. Under such circumstances, 
applying the stand,ard devised by the Nebraska Supreme Court to the Commission 
would be presumptuous and ill-advised. 
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Therefore, the Commission must adopt a standard applicable to cases it hears 
and decides. This standard must be in keeping vrith the precept that tax laws are to 
be strictly construed, and construed in the light most favorable to the taxpayer. See, 
e.g., Nebraska Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church v. Scotts Bluff County 
Board of Equalization, 243 Neb. 412,416,499 N.W.2d. 543,547 (1993), and Simcc 
City and Pacific R.R. v. Washington County, 3 Neb. 30, 32 (1873). In determining that 
standard, resort must be made to the language of the statute. The Nebraska Supreme 
Court has often held that statutory construction is a simple task. The Court has held 
"In construing a statute, it is presumed that the Legislature intended a sensible rather 
than an absurd result ... Statutory language is to be given its plain and ordinary 
meaning ... "Metropolitan Utilities Dist. v. Twin Platte Natural Resources Dist., 250 Neb. 
442,451,550 I:'J.W.2d 907,913 (1996). 

Therefore, the standard is that set forth in the statute. The word "arbitrary" is 
defined in the Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (1981) as "arising from will or 
caprice; selected at random or without reason;" and "unreasonable" is defined as "not 
governed by or acting according to reason, not conformable to reason; absurd; 
exceeding the bounds of reason or moderation." Under these definitions, the 
Commission must affirm the decision of a county board of equalization unless that 
decision was determined by will or caprice or selected at random; or if the board's 
decision was not governed by reason; was absurd; or exceeded the bounds of reason 
or moderation. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
ANALYSIS 

I. 
REQUEST FOR EQUALIZATION 

Taxpayer's request for equalization with the property with the lowest 
assessment-sales ratio may be a reflection of the decision reported in Keamey 
Convention Center v. Buffalo County Board of Equalization, 216 Neb. 292, 304, 344 
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N.W.2d 620, 626 (1984). In that case the Supreme Court held that where "the 
discrepancy was not the result of an error of judgment but was a deliberate and 
intentional discrimination systematically applied" the Taxpayers right to relief is 
clear. Supra at 299, 624. That Court summarized that right to relief as follows: "the 
right of the taxpayer whose property alone is taxed at 100 per cent of its true value is 
to have his assessment reduced to the percentage of that value at which others are 
taxed even though this is a departure from the requirement of statute. The 
conclusion is based on the principle that where it is impossible to secure both the 
standards of the true value, and the uniformity and equality required by law, the 
latter requirement is to be preferred as the just and ultimate purpose of the law." 
Supra at 304, 626. 

Taxpayer here adduced evidence on three separate occasions that there was 
property within the county which, based on infonnation obtained from the County 
Assessor's Office, was assessed at a lower level than Taxpayer's property. The 
Commission has prepared an array of the assessment-sales ratios for agricultural real 
property sales in Exhibit "A" (arrayed from lowest ratio to highest) from the record 
before it. Exhibit "A" establishes that the median assessment-sales ratio for 
agricultural property in Gage County was 71.98 for tax year 1996. 

However, the assessment-sales ratios are substantiallv different for residential . / 

property. Page 10 of Exhibit 1 shows that there were 19 rural residential sales in 
Area 4, the same Area in which Taxpayer lives. The information, which is from the 
County Assessor's Office, establishes that these rural residential properties in Area 4 
were in fact substantially undervalued. Those sales, arrayed from the lowest ratio to 
the highest on Exhibit "B," to this decision, show that the ratios range from a low of 
11.2% to a high of 116.93%. County's printout establishes that the median is 
40.8%. (Exhibit 1, page 11.) Although presented with this information, County 
chose not to act. 

County could easily have investigated the reported properties and taken 
appropriate action. County could have done so during the period protests were being 
heard, or at any other time in 1996, pursuant to the "Omitted or Undervalued 
Properties" provisions of the statutes. Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-1507 (Reissue 1996.) 
Such action would have removed any possibility of a successful appeal by Taxpayer. 
However, County chose to take no action. And, now that County has stated that its 
intent is to wait until 1997 to correct these valuations, it is impossible to correct the 
assessments for the reported properties for 1996. 

The effect of this decision, since the levies for tax year 1996 have been 
determined based on the incorrect assessments, is particularly troublesome. Although 
the Constitution of this State and the statutes provide that agricultural real property 
is a separate and distinct classification of property for purposes of taxation, taxes are, 
as Taxpayer correctly noted, levied on the total of the assessed property within a 
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county. That total includes all residential real property, commercial real property, 
agricultural real property, certain personal property and motor vehicles. If the county 
undervalues residential property, there is a necessary shift in the tax burden to the 
remaining classifications of propeny. 

County chose to ignore the information presented by Taxpayer, in spite of its 
statutory duty to add omitted or undervalued property to the tax rolls. It also chose 
to ignore its statutory duty to equalize the valuations of property during the protest 
process. This action by County was arbitrary and unreasonable under the standard 
enunciated by the Commission. 

II. 
REQUIRED RESPONSE TO COUNTY'S INACTION 

To summarize, Taxpayer adduced specific information regarding 
undervalued properties within Area 4 of Gage County. The source of that 
information was the records of the Gage County Assessor's Office. This information 
was presented to the County on at least three occasions. In spite of these effons by 
Taxpayer, County failed to act in disregard of its statutory duty to do so. The 
Commission is therefore required to take corrective action. 

The Commission is obliged to "make such orders as are appropriate for 
resolving the case ... "Neb. Rev. Stat. §77-5017 (Reissue 1996). Since County's 
action was both unreasonable and arbitrary, the provisions of Keamey Convention 
Center case are triggered. The Commission interprets that case, in light of an 
intervening constitutional amendment which created a separate class of property (i.e., 
agricultural propeny), to require equalization within the class, and not across classes. 
Under the circumstances here, the only appropriate action which can be taken is to 

equalize the Taxpayer's property with the lowest assessed property of the same class 
as his, which he identified and reported to County. On Appendix "A", the lowest 
assessment-sales ratio is 44.98%. Taxpayer's assessed value for land is $81,290. That 
figure purports to represent 80% of fair market value. Therefore, fair market value of 
Taxpayer's land is $101,612.50. 44.98% of that amount is $45,705.30. 

Taxpayer is clearly entitled to equalization. In fact, such action is mandated. 
To hold otherwise, in the words of a judge uttered more than 100 years ago, would 
go "far to invalidate and still farther to discredit the public proceedings in the 
important matter of the county finances." Sumner & Co. v. Colfax County, 14 Neb.· 
525, 526(1883). The Commission must, therefore, and hereby does conclude as a 
matter of law that: 
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I. County, in failing to investigate, correct and equalize the assessments of rural 
residential property within Area 4 of Gage County as requested by the 
Taxpayer was arbitrary and unreasonable. 

II. Therefore Taxpayer's agricultural real property should be equalized with that 
property of the same class as Taxpayer's which has the lowest assessment-sales 
ratio. 

ORDER 

IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED as follows: 

I. The decision of the Gage County Board of Equalization which denied 
Taxpayer's protest is reversed. 

II. Taxpayer's agricultural real property, known in the Gage County Assessor's 
Office as parcel number 46390.00, and which was previously valued at 
$81,290 for tax year 1996, is hereby reduced to $57,136 for tax year 1996. 

III. That this decision, if no appeal is filed, shall be certified within thirty days to 
the Gage County Treasurer, and the Gage County Assessor, pursuant to Neb. 
Rev. Stat. §77-1511 (Reissue 1996). 

IV. That each party is to bear its o-vvn costs in this matter 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated this 12th day of February, 1997. 

Mark P. Reynolds, C~aiiTila11 

Ro ert L. Hans, Commissioner 
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